Host

The host of the archive is the J.E. Lindsay Carter Kinanthropometry Clinic and Archive (JELCKCA) at the Auckland University of Technology. The director of the Archive is Professor Patria Hume (AUT SPRINZ) and archive web master is Dr Anna Lorimer (Bond University and AUT SPRINZ).

Initiation of this project was a result of planning and hosting the 36th Annual Conference of the International Society of Biomechanics in Sports (ISBS) in Auckland, New Zealand September 10-14, 2018.

This archive is a place to share (upload) and obtain (download) electronic image files that are intended for non-profit instructional use in sport and exercise biomechanics classes and educational outreach programs (e.g. National Biomechanics Day). Archive images are intended to be stand-alone instructional slides or can be photo/images/graphics that illustrate biomechanical data, principles, theories, or application. While human sport and exercise examples are preferred, any animal biomechanical images of potential interest and instructional value are welcome.

Images in the archive are organized into the following thirteen categories to facilitate user access: Active Learning Experiences, Applications in Professions, Core Concepts, Data Collection, Demonstrations, EMG/Neuromuscular, Fluids, Kinematics, Kinetics, Muscle Mechanics, Theories, Videos, and Other.
Downloading and Use Expectations

Users of image-slides from this archive are expected to *not alter the image to exclude the references to the original data, image, or image author(s) at the bottom of each image*. These image-slides are for non-profit, educational use with universities, schools, conferences, or other service presentations. They are not intended for use in consulting for personal profit. All materials in this archive are intended for free, fair educational use, *so any material (images, video, content) that has explicit for-profit copyright, trademark, or other legal limitations on educational use should NOT be uploaded.*

Uploading Expectations

Please upload only standard, widely supported electronic image (.jpg, .png or .gif) or short, compressed video files (.avi, .gif, .mov, .mpeg). Please strive to use a wide, horizontal layout common in MS PowerPoint slides (vertical to horizontal ratio of 1:1.9). Sources of all published data should be cited in APA format (Author, year). ALL slides should also identify the person submitting the slice on the bottom, lower left. We recommend the following format for this acknowledgement: *Slide by First Initial. Slide Author Surname for educational use only.*

All uploads require the entry of the name and email address of the person that created the submission, along with a few suggestions describing the potential use of the image-slide. Please use a filename that is descriptive of the image-slide content (e.g., MuscleActions.jpg).
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**Muscle Actions**

- Muscle Action—neuromuscular activation of muscle contributing to movement or stabilization
  - Isometric: Moment of force of muscle or muscle group (active and passive components) is equal to the moment of the resistance—negligible joint motion
  - Concentric: Muscle moment is larger than the moment of the resistance—whole muscle shortens
  - Eccentric: Muscle moment is less than the moment of the resistance—whole muscle actively lengthens, essentially acting as a brake

*Slide by D. Knudson for educational use only*  Knudson (2003)

https://commons.nmu.edu/isbs/vol36/iss1/278
Anatomy and its Limitations

- **Anatomy**—Study of the **structure** of the human body
- **Anthropometrics**—study of dimensions/properties of body

Decreasing Peak Force-Prospective ↓ in Injuries

*Hume & Potts (1999); Quarrie et al (2007)*
Multi-Segment Transfers & Passive Dynamics

Functional Anatomy should be used with EXTREME caution in multi-segment movements

* Muscles have acceleration actions on all segments of a linked segment system—joint forces transfer force/energy between segments (passive dynamics)
* Bi-articular muscles can create actions opposite of torque created
* Muscle actions best described as synergies
* Muscle action is task/goal dependent

![Image of a diagram showing muscle actions and forces]

Qualitative Movement Diagnosis Model

- Four Task Model of QMD
  - Integrate knowledge from all subdisciplines of kinesiology, however biomechanics is most important in technique-centric activities
  - More holistic that superficial error detection-correction
  - Avoids “Paralysis by Analysis”

![Image of a qualitative movement diagnosis model]

Watch the ball, bend your knees, that'll be $20 please!

![Additional image with a comic strip related to sports]
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**Slide by D. Knudson for educational use only**

Zaiac & Gordon (1989)  
Knudson (2003)

Knudson & Morrison (2002)